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Featured Application: The implemented novel solution gives a better insight in grain vitreosity
due to a clearer cut which results in cleaner pictures that are easier to read. Also, lower force is
needed to conduct the cut.

Abstract: One of the main quality characteristics of cereals, especially wheat is its hardness which is
closely related with grain’s vitreosity, one of the main quality indicators of a variety. Determination
of vitreosity is usually done visually: namely, after the grain is cut with a commercially available
grain-cutters, the cut can result in broken or crushed grains which disables the reading and hinders
the precision and accuracy. Also, the moment produced from the manual force on the grain-cutter
crank, needed to cut the sample of cca. 50 grains placed in the cutter is an average of 30 Nm. Due
to the resistance of the grain, yank force appears. This force can cause the whole instrument to
be displaced during cutting. To minimize the errors using a commercially available cutter, a new
knife/blade has been implemented and tested. The blade of the new knife is turned at the inclination
angle of 49◦ in relation to the cutting objects (grains). This design solution enables achievement of the
grain “cutting”, not grain “tearing”, as observed with the existing commercial design solution. With
the proposed new design solution, amount of the moment is reduced to 2.72 Nm and the yank force
is completely avoided. Also, a significantly lower amount of the cutting force, on the knife blade is
achieved. The results obtained with the new knife gave a better read, were more precise, and the
gadget was easier to operate since it demanded lower force to cut the grains. The novelty introduced
by this research provided better and more reliable insight into determining the vitreousness of grains.
Providing a clearer cut and better readability, this solution goes beyond the current literature by
reducing the force required for analysis and speeding up the analysis process.

Keywords: grain hardness; cut; knife; precision; cutting force

1. Introduction

Hardness of wheat’s endosperm is the key indicator of wheat quality when it comes
to determining its suitability for different end products and affects further processing and
milling stages. This is why hardness is the common indicator used by the milling industry.
Another quality indicator that narrowly correlates with hardness, total share and structure
of proteins is vitreosity. Vitreosity is used as an important indicator of grains’ technological
suitability for further industrial processing [1,2]. This is a physical-chemical, optical prop-
erty of wheat’s endosperm, rather its texture. According to Dexter et al. [3,4], vitreosity is
the glassy and translucent appearance of durum wheat kernels caused by a tightly packed
endosperm structure with no air spaces in the protein matrix. Although vitreosity is firstly
a variety-related property, conditioned by genetics, the degree of vitreosity is partly affected
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by the agrotechnical measures and weather conditions during vegetation [5,6]. Vitreous
grains are commonly hard and have a natural opacity (vitreosity); they also have a higher
protein share (glutenin and gliadin) in comparison to starchy part of the endosperm [1,7];
and they have a higher density that is manifested as increased hardness and is exhibited as
a resistance toward mechanical shearing during milling [4,8]. Grain classification based
on hardness or vitreosity is very similar [9]. According to hardness, wheats are generally
divided to hard and soft varieties [5]. Recently, an updated classification included several
classes of hardness since many of the European cultivars and varieties that make up the
biggest share at the market are actually a transition between soft and hard. They are prone
to convert, that is that they formally have the designated hardness, but when subjected to
industrial processing they act like soft wheats. This is called a fake or transient vitreosity, a
vitreosity that is lost after the grain has been soaked in water. Thus, most authors consider
a variety as hard if it has >85% of vitreous grains [10]. Based on vitreosity, wheat can be
classified into three main classes: vitreous, mealy and partly vitreous. Vitreous wheat is
different from mealy wheat by the look of the endosperm (starchy and non-transparent
starch granules). It is considered to be of better quality than the mealy varieties due to the
more quality grits proteins, yellowish grits color and more even coarse granulation [11].
Wheat vitreosity is a quality property that can be, as opposed to hardness, protein share
and structure, visually determined. Today’s non-invasive techniques for vitreosity determi-
nation include X-ray, Transmitted light image analysis, VIS/NIR spectroscopy. However,
all these methods ask for sophisticated equipment, that is hard to relocate and requires
large series of samples to be profitable. This is why this property is commonly determined
using a visual ICC Method Standard 129, that relies on Pohl’s grain cutter measurement
technique [12,13]. This is a destructive method (cutting the grain), but it does not require
expensive equipment or educated/specialized personnel and is representable for a small
number of samples. Today, this method can be coupled with digital image analysis (DIA)
which results in error rate reduction due the reduction of analyst’s subjectivity. However,
grains differ in size (large, medium, small, deficient), hardness (very hard, medium hard,
mealy, extremely mealy), and shape (oval, elongated, irregular). These differences are a
result of variations in physical-chemical content of grains due to the variety (genetics) or
extrinsic influences during vegetation period (draught, pathogens, etc.). To do a valid
visual inspection of the grain, the cut must be clean and clear (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Clear cut of the wheat grain (mealy, partly vitreous and vitreous).

Commercial knife construction (Figure 2) is not well suited for its purpose, and the cut
often breaks or crushes (Figure 3) the grains duet he the above-mentioned deformations in
grains’ size, shape or hardness.

The reason these malformations in cutting appear is because the two boards are
actually taring on one another and thus the analyst has to apply great force (yank) to cut
the grain. Following problems appear when using a commercially available cutter:

(1) the yank has to be very forceful when analyzing vitreous wheat and thus a certain
number of grains fall out of the wells on the cutting board. A certain number of
irregularly shaped grains get crushed or broken which results in destroyed grain
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surface from which it is very hard to visually read the share of vitreous or mealy area.
This particularly affects the DIA.

(2) since great force is needed to cut the grains, very often the whole instrument gets
twisted or moved due the moment of force. Placing it to its place requires additional
time which prolongs the analysis.
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This is particularly expressed in grains of mixed texture (in which the hard and soft
parts of the endosperm are both present) that contributes different resistance to sheering
which leads to breaking and crushing of the endosperm. This affects the reliability of the
method, as mentioned before. Thus, an upgraded solution of the knife is needed to provide
a better and clearer cut.

In the attempt to address and possibly solve such troubleshooting, this paper describes
an upgraded construction of grain cutter. In order to improve the standard method for
vitreosity determination, the construction of this knife could minimize the mentioned
negative effects of the old cutter (knife), speed up the analysis time and provide less
employment of the analyst during analysis. The basic hypothesis of the paper is that
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better cutting will lead to a reduction in the deviation of the value for the evaluation of
vitrification, which is the first step toward computer evaluation and automation of the
process to achieve uniform quality of grain products in real time.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Methodological Approach Based on New Design of Grain-Cutter Knife/Blade

To improve the grain mowing method with a new blade, wheat samples were obtained
from the Osijek Agricultural Institute. As a reference, the vitreosity was determined using
a commercial grain cutter (Farinotom, Sadkiewicz Instruments, Bydgoszcz, Poland), as
shown in Figures 1 and 2. After cutting, determination of gray (hard, glassy) endosperm
was performed visually by three trained analysts. The vitreosity of the cut grains was
expressed as a percentage as described in [14,15]. Vitreous grains are translucent and
transparent when cut, whereas starchy grains are detected as white and opaque because of
air pockets in the endosperm that diffract and scatter light [16]. After evaluating the cut
with the old blade, a new blade was made, and three independent experts evaluated the
parameters and compared the indicators obtained with the commercial grain cutter and the
new blade. The development of a new design solution for the grain cutter was preceded
by a detailed analysis of the existing solution, with the aim of improving the quality of
the cut and the readability of the grain. A detailed analysis of the technical solution with
mathematical descriptions and parameters of the forces acting on the cut is presented in the
Section 2.2. During the analysis, special attention was paid to the analysis of the material so
that the blade maintains its properties during the explosion phase. The improved technical
solution was evaluated by tracking changes in the cutting methods and the trajectory of the
lever mechanism. The main parameter that led to the idea of developing a new solution is
the force required for the measurement process, which was measured and compared for
both, the old and new blades. The aim of the research at this stage was not to measure the
force accurately, but to determine its magnitude. The measurement data shows that twelve
times less force is required for cuts with the new solution, which, combined with a much
clearer cut, confirms the validity of the conceptual solution. The main difference is that the
new solution can only cut 25 grains instead of 50 grains due to the cutting process. The
hand force measurement on cuter crank is presented graphically, and the comparison itself
is made by comparing the maximum load on the blade and the same load, as shown in
the figures.

2.2. Proposed Design Solution of New Knife Implemented in Grain-Cutter

Requisite for a new design solution of the knife, arose from the requirement for a
more reliable and precise visual analysis of grain’s vitreosity. Vitreosity is determined
from grain cross-section analysis. Therefore, it is extremely important that the cross-section
of the grain is clean and uniform on each of the grains that are cut using commercially
available grain-cutters. For analyzing grain’s vitreosity, a commercial grain-cutter was used
(Figure 4), as well as a new design blade solution of grain-cutter (Figure 5), which replaced
the cutting knife on the commercial grain-cutter shown in Figure 4.

2.2.1. Analysis of the Existing Design Solution of a Commercial Knife for the Grain “Tearing”

Cut obtained by using a commercial grain-cutter with the knife shown in Figure 4,
as well as some other commercially available grain-cutters, resulted in the appearance of
broken and crushed grains which disables reading and hinders the precision and accuracy.

Due to the design of the knife on a commercial grain-cutter, it is noted that a significant
amount of the manual force (Fm) on the cutter crank is required to achieve the torque
required to achieve translational movement of the knife within the guides of the matrix
with holes (Figures 4 and 5). In order to achieve the desired torque, by the action of manual
force on the cutter crank, a yank force occurs. The impulse occurs as a consequence of the
yank force. The yank force occurs as a result of the grain’s cutting resistance to the cutting
force (Fc) that occurs on the blade of the knife. According to the [17], amount of the cutting
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resistance is equal to the cutting force, but it is in the opposite direction to the cutting force.
This follows from the law of action and reaction.
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Construction solution of the commercial knife is made in such a way that it applies
the orthogonal cutting method. Characteristics of this method are described in detail
in [17]. This means that the knife blade (edge of the knife blade) is perpendicular to the
cutting speed (v). In the case when all 50 grains are placed in the holes of the matrix
and form a rectangular formation, the tangential component of the cutting force (Ftc) acts
perpendicular to the grain and the edge of the blade. Also, this force component, is collinear
with the cutting speed (Figure 6a). This is when the greatest resistance of the grain to the
cutting force occurs. Therefore, maximum manual force as well as yank force is required to
overcome the cutting resistance.
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For the case where the grains are placed in the holes of the matrix and form a right
triangle formation (24–26 grains), the tangential component of the cutting force (Ftc) also
acts perpendicular to the grain and the edge of the blade, and also is collinear with the
cutting speed (Figure 6b). The reason why the formation of the grains arrangement in
a right triangle was selected, derives from the design performance of the proposed new
knife/blade for cutting grains. Number between 24 to 26 grains (depends on the size of
each grain diameter) on the existing commercial knife was used precisely in order to be
able to compare and analyze the manual force, necessary to create the cutting force on the
knife blade in both cases of grain cutting (with a commercial knife and the proposed new
design solution of the knife) on samples that have the same number of grains. In this case,
a yank force (impulse) also occurs. Its amount is now smaller because the number of grains
is also smaller. It can be concluded that the amount of manual force on the crank of the
cutter will be smaller, due to the reduction of the number of grains placed in the holes of
the matrix and the knife. By analyzing the number of grains placed in the holes of the
matrix and the knife, a smaller number of grains creates less resistance to the cutting force,
regardless of the formation in which they are arranged in the matrix with holes. Further
reduction of the number of grains does not make much sense, because the time required
for the analysis of grains is extended, due to the smaller number of grains that can be cut
with a knife. The problem of cut quality and grain damage remains unsolved, as and the
presence of yank force.

In orthogonal cutting [17], a larger number of components of the cutting force act on
the workpiece, in this case on the grain. Components of the total cutting force is difficult
to measure and there is a large number of factors that influence on them [17–19]. On the
amount of the total cutting force, affect cutting speed, stresses in the primary, secondary
and tertiary cutting zone, material of the workpiece, material of the knife and the geometry
of the knife. At the knife geometry, angles of the knife blade have significant impact on the
amounts of the components of the total cutting force [17,18].

In the case of the design of a new knife, which is explained in detail in Section 2.2, by
designing of the knife blade angles, a reduction of the total cutting force (cutting resistance)
and manual force on the crank is achieved. Also is increased a grain cut quality.

In the primary cutting zone [17,19], a commercial knife has a shear force (Figure 6c),
which, according to [17], is:

Fs = τs · b · h
sin φc

(1)

where b is width of cut, h is depth of cut, τs is shear stress and φc is shear angle.
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Perpendicular on the Fs force, acts normal force (Figure 6c):

Fn = Ftc · sin φc + Ffc · cos φc, (2)

where, according to [17], tangential force (Figure 6c) is equal:

Ftc = b · h ·
[

τs ·
cos(βa − γ)

sin φc · cos(φc + βa − γ)

]
. (3)

Feed force (Figure 6c) is described by the expression:

Ffc = b · h ·
[

τs ·
sin(βa − γ)

sin φc · cos(φc + βa − γ)

]
. (4)

According to [17,19], Equations (3) and (4) describe Ftc and Ffc forces as a function of
tool geometry (γ—rake angle of the tool), cutting conditions (h, b) and process-material
dependent terms (τs, βa, φc). In the primary and secondary cutting zone, appears shear
stress (τs) and friction angle (βa).

In the secondary cutting zone acts friction force (Figure 6c) on the rake face:

Fu = Ftc · sin γ + Ffc · cos γ. (5)

Also acts normal force (Figure 6c) described by the expression:

Fv = Ftc · cos γ − Ffc · sin γ. (6)

On the rake face, when removing the cut material, friction factor appears. Factor is
determined by the expression:

µ = tan βa =
Fu

Fv
, (7)

where according to [17], βa is friction angle between the tools rake face and the moving
of the cut grain (Figure 6c). Certain quantities, such as βa, φc, τs, is difficult to determine.
Therefore, they are determined empirically and by different prediction methods described
in [17,20–23].

Resultant cutting force (Figure 6c) which acts in the primary and secondary cutting
zone, is determined by the expression:

Fc =
Fs

cos(φc + βa − γ)
= τs · b · h · 1

sin φc · cos(φc + βa − γ)
. (8)

Since the angle α = 0◦, bottom surface of the knife slides on the top surface of the
matrix, and because of this, forces also occur in the tertiary cutting zone. According
to [17,19], friction force on the bottom surface of the knife is determined by the expression:

Fff = µf · Ffn, (9)

where µf is friction factor between the bottom surface of the knife and the top surface of
the matrix. Normal force is:

Ffn = σf · b · VB, (10)

where σf is pressure on the bottom surface of the knife and VB is flank contact length.
Total contact forces who acting in the tertiary zone (Figure 6c) are tangential force:

Fte = Ffn · sin α + Fff · cos α, (11)

and feed force:
Ffe = Ffn · cos α + Fff · sin α. (12)
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On the commercial knife is drilled 50 conical holes. The larger diameter of the hole
(d1) is on the top surface of the knife, and the smaller diameter of the hole (d2) is on the
bottom surface of the knife (Figure 7). Edge of the smaller diameter is also the blade of
the knife, whose radius of curvature corresponds to the radius of the smaller circle. From
the analysis of the knife angles, follows that the cone inclination angle represents blade
front angle (γ). Amount of this angle is 8◦ (Figure 7). Amount of the wedge angle (β) is 82◦,
while the amount of the rear angle (α) is equal 0◦ (Figure 7).
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It can be concluded that due to the small number of angles γ and α, a large amount
of angle β is obtained (Figure 7). Because of this, there is a tearing and damage of the
grain, i.e., a reduction in the grain cut quality. From Equations (5)–(7) it can be seen that by
increasing the angle γ, the friction force (Fu) in the secondary cutting zone will decrease.
By reducing the amount of the force Fu, it effects the reduction of cutting resistance, i.e., the
resultant cutting force (Fc).

It can also be concluded that due to the large amount of angle β and the small
amount of angle γ, commercial knife blade creates shear stress in the grain, which in-
creases amount of the forces Fs, Fn, Ftc and Ffc in the primary cutting zone. This is evident
from Equations (1)–(4). By increasing of the amount of these forces, cutting resistance
increases, i.e., Fc force increases. There is also grain “tearing” rather than grain “cutting”.
Therefore, Ftc force breaks the grain, creating a grain pinching between the cutting knife
and the matrix with holes (Figure 6a,b).

Since the amount of the rear angle (α) is equal to 0◦, forces Fte and Ffe appear in the
tertiary cutting zone. From Equations (11) and (12), it can be concluded that the influence
of the mentioned forces contributes to the wear of the knife. Also, the influence of these
forces manifests in an increase of cutting resistance.

After the previously mentioned and described analysis of the commercial knife, a new
design solution of the knife/blade was designed, which was implemented on the existing
commercial grain-cutter (Figure 5a,b).

2.2.2. Proposed New Design Solution of the Knife/Blade for Grains “Cutting”

In order to contribute to achieving better grain cutting, reducing cutting resistance,
reducing the required manual force on the cutter crank and reducing yank force, a new knife
was designed to replace the existing commercial knife on the grain-cutter. In designing
of the new knife, it is decided to use oblique cutting method. Since the new knife was
implemented on the place of the existing knife (Figure 5a,b), new design of the knife had
to accept certain existing solutions that were on the old knife. Thus, new knife achieves
a translational motion through the guides of the matrix with holes. Therefore, sliders are
constructed on the left and right side of the knife (Figure 8a) that slide through the matrix
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guides (Figure 8b). Since a knife is placed on the existing matrix with holes, a slight slot
is designed on the rear surface of the knife. Amount of the radius of the slot is equal to
the amount of the radius of the side surface of the pressure plate (Figure 8a). When is
made contact between the rounded surface of the knife slot and the pressure plate, torque
is transmitted. Also, the rotary motion of the crank is converted into translational motion
of the knife (Figure 5a). When crank is turning, using manual force (Fm), the pressure
plate rotates around the vertical axis of the screw (Figure 5a) and its side surface touches
the surface of the knife slot and performs a translational motion of the knife along the
matrix guides. In order to respect dimensions of the matrix with holes and the design of
the pressure plate, as well as the oblique design of the blade of the new knife in relation
to the position of the grains placed in the matrix holes (λ = 49◦), a right triangle grain
formation is used (Figure 9a). In the free holes of the matrix, using right triangle formation,
is possible to place between 24 and 26 grains (depends on the size of each grain diameter).
This limitation is a consequence of the arising limitations from the requirements for using
the existing commercial grain-cutter, as well as the design of the new knife, which in a
certain part of its geometry is adapted to the existing grain-cutter.
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grain-cutter matrix.
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The amount of the rear angle α = 0◦ is retained (Figure 9b). Therefore, in the tertiary
cutting zone are present forces Fff, Ffn, Fte and Ffe (Figure 9b). These forces are determined
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by Equations (9)–(12). Therefore, wear of the knife bottom surface and the matrix top
surface is still present.

Due to the oblique design of the cutting edge, which is oblique by the inclination
angle (λ), in the primary cutting zone appears force Frc (Figure 9b). This force is one of the
three components of the resultant cutting force (Fc) in the primary cutting zone (Figure 9b).
By projection of the resultant cutting force (Fc) is possible to get expressions for these
components. Normal force, according to [17], is expressed by the expression:

Frc = Fc · (sin Θi · cos λ − cos Θi · cos Θn · sin λ) =

= τs ·b·h·(tan Θi−cos Θn ·tan λ)
[cos(Θn+φn)·cos φi+tan Θi·sin φi]·sin φn

(13)

where θi and θn are angles of direction of measured total resultant cutting force (F), φi and
φn are oblique shear angles (Figure 9b).

Force component in the direction of cutting speed (tangential force) is determined
by expression:

Ftc = Fc · (cos Θi · cos Θn · cos λ + sin Θi · sin λ) =

= τs ·b·h·(cos Θn+tan Θi·tan λ)
[cos(Θn+φn)·cos φi+tan Θi·sin φi]·sin φn

(14)

Feed force is described by expression:

Ffc = Fc · cos Θi · sin Θn =

= τs ·b·h·sin Θn
[cos(Θn+φn)·cos φi+tan Θi·sin φi]·sin φn·cos λ

(15)

Toward to minimum energy principle [23], resultant cutting force in the primary
cutting zone is determined by expression:

Fc =
τs · b · h

[cos(Θn + φn) · cos φi · cos Θi + sin Θi · sin φi] · sin φn · cos λ
. (16)

Shear force (Figure 9b), according to [17], is:

Fs = τs ·
(

b
cos λ

)
·
(

h
sin φn

)
. (17)

Normal force (Figure 9b), according to [17] is:

Fn = Fc · (cos Θi · cos(Θn + φn) · sin φi − sin Θi cos φi). (18)

In the secondary cutting zone (Figure 9b) acts friction force on the rake face:

Fu = Fc · sin βa = F · sin Θi

sin η
, (19)

where η is angle of grain flow direction. Normal force (Fv) is determined from Equation (7).
As a result of the oblique of the knife blade by an angle λ, appeared force Frc (Figure 9b).

This component of the cutting force contributes to the fact that the force Fc in the primary
cutting zone acts on the grain at the angle λ (Figure 9b). On this way, a gradual grain
cutting is achieved, during a translational movement of the knife blade in the direction of
the cutting speed (v). From the Equation (17), it is possible to see that by increasing of the
inclination angle (λ), decrease forces Fs and Fc. On this way, cutting resistance is reduced.
By increasing of the angle γ and decreasing of the angle β, cutting resistance decreases.
Also due to the reduction of the angle β and acting of the force component Frc, a better
grain cut is achieved.

A detailed representation of the geometry of the new grain-cutting knife is shown on
Figure 10. Blade of the knife is made with the variable geometry. This is evident from the
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amount of the angles β and γ in the sections A-A and B-B (Figure 10). Amount of the angle
γ in section A-A is 77◦ and in section B-B is 79◦. Changing amount of these angles, it is
contributed to an additional reduction of the cutting resistance, as well as a better removal
of the cut grain in the direction of angle η. According to [17], this angle is determined
by expression:

tan η =
tan λ · cos(φn − γ)− cos γ · tan φi

sin φn
. (20)
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Figure 10. Detailed representation of the geometry of the proposed new grain-cutting knife design solution.

Obtained angle values of the new knife (Figure 10) are achieved after grain cuts with
different angle values were performed. Several knife prototypes with different angle
variants are made and tested. Based on the analyzes of the grain cuts, which were made
using knife prototypes, a design solution that gave the best results in terms of the cut
quality and required manual force for achieve a grain cut is selected (Figure 10).

From a technological reasons, amount of wedge angle β = 11◦, is not advisable to reduce
on a smaller amount. Reducing the value of the angle β would cause mechanical damage on
the cutting edge of the blade. Amount of the angle λ could be greater than the amount shown
in Figure 10. Due to the design limitation of the slot on the knife (Figures 9 and 10), amount of
this angle should be 49◦.

The new knife is made of steel, the chemical composition of which must be checked,
since the new blade is more prone to wear due to its design and longer cutting path;
therefore, it is important to check whether the material used is tool steel, which ensures
a longer life. Chemical composition was examined using an X-ray analyzer X-MET8000
Expert-Hitachi (Figure 11). Result of the analysis of the chemical composition, made on a
sample of the steel used to make the knife, is shown in Table 1. Steel mark provided by
the X-ray analyzer database is 1.0167. According to the DIN 17100 [24] and EN 10025 [25]
standards, to this mark corresponds marks that indicate constriction steel St37-2, or S235JR.
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Table 1. Results of determining of the steel chemical composition.

Element Fe Ti Mn Cu Cr Zn Ni Co Mo

% 96.43 1.73 0.54 0.37 0.31 0.28 0.25 0.05 0.04
Deviation, ± 0.154 0.035 0.015 0.013 0.011 0.010 0.014 0.004 0.004

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Results of the Grain Cutting with the Commercial Avialble Grain Cutter (Standard Knife) vs.
the Improved Grain Cutter (New Knife)

Comparison of the quality of the grain and the cutting itself was performed on ten
samples, using a visually homogeneous sample. The cutting of wheat samples with a
commercial grain cutter is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Cuts of the 10 wheat varieties with commercial available grain cutter (standard knife).

A commercial grain-cutter accommodates 50 grains inside the holes of matrix and
standard knife, and the cutting process requires considerable force, that can often move the
entire grain-cutter. It can be seen from 10 examples that the quality of the cut, in addition
to the deviations, leads to an effort in the evaluation due to irregularities caused by tear-
out (Figure 12). Implemented new knife on a commercial cutter and the corresponding
10 examples used to evaluate the vitrification is shown on Figure 13.

Ten different samples were independently rated by three independent experts; their
ratings are shown in Table 2. The mean values of the assessments show an average deviation
of 13.29%, which is a significant difference between the use two different blades.

The detailed statistical analysis in Table 3 shows better the quality of the new knife,
which is reflected in the lower deviation of the rating of three independent experts.

During cutting using commercially available farinotom, the grain breaks or crushes
This results in uneven cutting surface which causes the light to scatter and causes dis-
crepancies between gray and white color of endosperm. This causes errors in readings
since the colors are not strictly divided. This can be seen in Tables 2 and 3. A significant
deviation between the same samples analyzed by different analysts (higher SD values for
the standard knife). On the other hand, the results of vitreosity determined after the usage
of a new knife, showed lower SD between the trained analysts. The new knife cuts the
grain in half, resulting with a smoother cutting surface (Figure 13) which enables a better
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reading of the results. This can indicate that the results obtained using the new knife are
more reliable for this kind of reading.
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Table 2. The degree of the vitreous of the wheat sample determined by analysts.

Variety Analysts Total Vitreous Grain Cutter (New Knife) Total Vitreous Grain Cutter (Standard Knife)

(%) (%)

1 A 48 40
1 B 47 43
1 C 49 37
2 A 68 50
2 B 66 52
2 C 69 46
3 A 64 40
3 B 61 43
3 C 63 36
4 A 56 52
4 B 53 55
4 C 55 47
5 A 52 60
5 B 51 52
5 C 50 63
6 A 65 46
6 B 64 50
6 C 62 40
7 A 51 56
7 B 54 50
7 C 55 61
8 A 59 58
8 B 60 50
8 C 57 62
9 A 52 56
9 B 54 58
9 C 54 51

10 A 38 44
10 B 37 39
10 C 40 49
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Table 3. The average values of vitreous of the wheat sample (10 varieties).

Variety
Total Vitreous

Pohl’s Grain Cutter
(New Knife)

Total Vitreous
Pohl’s Grain Cutter

(Standard Knife)

(%) (%)

1 48.00 ± 1.00 40.00 ± 3.00
2 67.67 ± 1.53 49.33± 3.06
3 62.67 ± 1.53 39.67± 3.51
4 54.67± 1.53 39.62± 4.04
5 53.15± 1.00 46.92± 5.69
6 55.40± 1.53 37.27± 5.03
7 53.33± 2.08 55.67± 5.51
8 58.67± 1.53 56.67± 6.11
9 53.33± 1.55 55.00± 3.60
10 38.33± 1.53 44.00 ± 5.00

Values are mean of three measurements ± standard deviation.

Furthermore, the standard farinotom knife/blade breaks the grain, the force needed
to complete the cut is bigger than the force needed for the new blade which cuts the grain
in half. This can result in errors in reads out since the moment of force applied to cut with
the standard knife is greater than the one when using the new knife.

3.2. Analysis of “Tearing” and “Cutting” by Comparing Existing and New Design Solution of the
Grain-Cutter Knife

Depending on the rotation angle of the cutter crank, due to the action of the manual
force, we determined when the “tearing” of the grain occurs, using an old commercial
knife. When the crank is in the reference plane (plane from which we start to measure
rotation angle), amount of the rotation angle is 0◦ (Figure 14a). Also, when the crank of
the grain-cutter is in the neutral position, there is no contact of the side surface of the
pressure plate with the rear surface of the knife. The neutral position represents the end
position to which is possible to move the crank, by the action of the manual force on its
outer end, opposite to the direction of clockwise movement. Therefore, a reference plane is
placed through the central axis of the grain-cutter crank when the crank is in its neutral
position. Reference plane is shown as a straight line when viewed from above grain-cutter
(Figure 14a). By turning of the grain-cutter crank from the reference plane in a clockwise
movement to the amount of the rotation angle of 20◦, appears an idle stroke (Figure 14b).
During idle stroke, a translational movement of the commercial knife is achieved. In that
moment there is no contact between the blades of the knife and the grains. When there is no
contact between the knife blades and the grains, then there is no deformation of the grains.
We called that idle stroke. At angle of 20◦, occurs contact between the edge of the knife
blade and the outer surface of the grain. Between the edge of the blade and the surface of
the grain, occurs a short-term slipping and friction. Then appears grain “tearing”. Because
of the beginning of the “tearing”, a grain resists to the cutting force on the blade of the
knife. In order to overcome the resistance of the grain, it is necessary to increase amount
of the manual force on the cutter crank. As a result of the manual force increasing, a yank
force appears which creates impulse. Because of the yank, which occurs due to the yank
force, a blade of the knife moves and tears the grain. Also, a grain damage and poor cut
quality appears. Active “tearing” occurs at a rotation angle of the crank from 20◦ to 45◦

(Figure 14c). When the angle of 45◦ is reached, a “tearing” of all grains that were placed in
the holes of the matrix is achieved.

By installing a new design solution of the knife on a commercial grain-cutter, grain
“cutting” is achieved. When the crank is in the reference plane, amount of the rotation
angle is 0◦ (Figure 15a). By applying the manual force to the crank, crank rotates around
the bolt. Knife begins to move translationally through the matrix guides. At that moment,
occurs a contact between the knife blade and the grains. Also, a shear stress appears. This
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stress is caused by the action of the cutting force (Fc) on the grains placed in the holes of the
matrix. Cutting force occurs in the primary cutting zone. Between the knife blade and the
grains, occurs a short-term slipping and friction. Therefore, is possible to define a cutting
zone, which starts from the reference plane and ends when is achieved amount of 150◦

of the rotation angles (Figure 15b). At the amount of rotation angle from 150◦ to 180◦, a
translational movement of the knife continues, but without the action of the cutting force
(Figure 15c).
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Figure 15. Rotation angles of the cutter crank at the new knife: (a) rotation angle 0◦; (b) “cutting”;
(c) rotation angle 180◦.

Change in construction did not only change the rotation angle but also the required
force (manual force) on the cutter crank. The measurement of the required force was carried
out with a portable electronic scale 40 kg ± 10 g. The scale used is a common device often
find in toolbox with the grind cutter. Since at this stage of the test only the magnitude, i.e.,
only the main values of the force need to be determined, the existing measuring device
is satisfactory in terms of accuracy and precision. In order to be able to carry out the
measurement due to the limited measured range, the crank was extended to 84 cm with a
standard length of pipe used for furniture production (Figure 16a).
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Figure 16. Photos of the measurement setup, (a) extended lever for optimal measurement range,
(b) acquisition of the maximum value, (c) the moment of breaking the grain, (d) measurement setup
with a new knife, (e) the maximum value of the force at the beginning of the cut due to the largest
number of grains affected by the knife, (f) reduction of the force due to the decrease in the number of
grains on the knife blade.

Figure 16a shows the extension lever with the attached scale and measuring tape.
Figure 16b shows the maximum registered force before the actual grain cut. The angle at
which the cut is made with the old knife is short, and the position itself depends on the
thickness of the grain. Figure 16c shows the moment of cutting through the grain, which
can be seen by the sudden drop in force visible through the smeared recording. When the
knife is replaced, shown in Figure 16d, the extension of the lever is not needed because
the force is reduced, and the scale can register the force amounts normally. Figure 16e
shows the maximum initial force at which the largest number of grains are on the blade
of the knife, and towards the end of the cut the number of grains and the force of the cut
decrease, as seen in Figure 16f. Amount of the average manual force of a commercial knife
is 132.27 N, while the maximum amount of the manual force when using a new blade is
11.22 N, which is almost twelve times less (Figure 16).

The required force can be reduced by increasing the size of the crank, but this solution
does not reduce the problem of fixing the device, since the required torque does not change.
In order for the comparison to be valid, i.e., to be reduced to a single grain, we performed
the measurement with the original knife filled with the same number of grains that the
new knife can accommodate. The average hand force when using a commercial knife filled
with 25 grains is 76.74 N. With the new knife, due to the design of the blade, the average
hand force is 11.22 N at the beginning of the cut and decreases to 6.08 N toward the end
of the cut (Figure 17). Figure 18 shows that the torque averages 31.74 Nm when using a
standard blade equipped with 50 grains, 18.55 Nm when using a commercial knife loaded
with a new blade capacity of 25 grains, and the maximum and minimum torque when
using the new blade is 2.69 Nm. The 91.51% reduction in torque (in the case of 50 grains
versus 25 grains with a new knife, or 85.48% for the same grain size) significantly reduces
operator strain and facilitates the analysis of vitreosity.
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Figure 17. Measured manual force on the commercial and new knife.
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Figure 18. Torque values obtained by measuring of the manual force on the commercial and new knife.

The results of the performed analysis show the advantages of the new solution, but
for a complete analysis it is necessary to mention possible disadvantages. With the design
solution of the new knife installed in the commercial grain cutter, it is possible to cut
between 24 and 26 grains at the same time. This design limitation is due to two reasons.
The first reason is that the new knife is installed in the existing matrix of the commercial
grain cutter in order to respect the existing dimensions of the grain cutter. The second
reason is that the blade of the new knife is at an angle of inclination of 49◦ with respect
to the position of the grains placed in the matrix holes. The commercial knife used in the
commercial grain cutters can cut 50 grains at the same time. This is the first limitation of
the new knife. The second limitation relates to knife wear. In the commercial and the new
knives, the back angle (α) is equal. The amount of this angle is 0◦. For this reason, the
undersides of the commercial and the new knives slide on the upper side of the die, which
causes wear of the knives. The wear is greater for the new knife because the amount of
the angle of rotation in the cutting zone of a new knife is greater than the amount of the
angle of rotation in the tear-off zone of a commercial knife (Figures 14c and 15b). During
the translational motion of the new knife, the new knife travels a longer distance than
the commercial knife due to the larger angle of rotation. For this reason, the wear of the
underside of a new knife is greater. The third limitation refers to the mechanical damage of
the knife blade. In a new knife, the front blade angle (γ) is larger than in a commercial knife
(Figures 7 and 10). For this reason, the wedge angle (β) of the new knife blade is smaller
than the wedge angle of the commercial knife blade (Figures 7 and 10). When cutting grains
with a new knife, the blade of the new knife is mechanically damaged earlier than when
cutting grains with the blade of a commercial knife.

4. Conclusions

Vitreosity as property of wheat is usually determined by the ICC visual method
Standard 129, which is based on the Pohl’s grain cutter. To make a valid visual inspection
of the grain, the cut must be clean and clear. The commercial knife design presented in
this paper is not well suited for this purpose, and the cut often breaks or crushes. Another
problem with the commercial knife design is the force required, which is 132 N on average.
The contribution of the paper is to upgrade the existing device with a new blade and to
design a new cutting blade that provides better cutting quality. The basic hypothesis of the
work, that better cutting leads to a reduction in the deviation of the value for the evaluation
of vitrification, which is the first step towards computer evaluation and automation of
the process to achieve uniform quality of grain products in real time, is confirmed by the
results of the analysis of three independent experts. Thanks to the new blade solution, it
was possible to increase the quality of the grain cut and reduce the manual force required
to move the knife by developing a new geometry of the grain cutting knife. By designing a
knife whose blade has an angle of inclination of 49◦, it was possible to achieve an oblique cut.
By placing the blade of the knife at an angle λ, the Frc force was created. This component of
the cutting force contributes to the force Fc acting on the grain in the primary cutting zone at
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an angle λ. In this way, gradual cutting of the grain by the blade of the knife was achieved
and the resistance to cutting the grain was reduced. The smaller wedge angle compared to
the commercial knife also contributed to the reduction of the grain cutting resistance. When
the resistance to cutting the grain is lower, less manual force is required on the knife crank
to move the knife. Based on manual force measurements with a commercial knife and a
new knife, the amount of manual force obtained with the new knife is nearly twelve times
lower. By reducing the angle β and the effect of the force component Frc, a better grain
cut was obtained. Also, the tensile force that rotated the entire grain cutter and produced
an inaccurate cut when using a commercial knife is completely eliminated. The average
hand force of a commercial knife is 132.27 N, while the maximum hand force when using
a new knife is 11.22 N. The reduction in torque (to move the knife from the attachment
point) is 91.51% for 50 grains compared to 25 grains with a new knife, or 85.48% for the
same grain size. The numerical data obtained show that the operator’s load is significantly
reduced, and the analysis of glassiness is facilitated, which confirms the usefulness of the
new design.
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